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Love the diet, not the book We go through both this book and  She lists so many useful assets;
Autism Cookbook  I just can't afford to do that and implying that not really finding
achievement "because I didn't implement the dietary plan fully or properly or consistently"
[paraphrased] hurts more than helps parents who would like answers. The effects of the dietary
plan were immediately apparent. Her occupational therapist explained 5 weeks for the reason
that my dd was a totally different girl. Contrary to the withdrawal symptoms the writer
describes, my generally lethargic daughter actually became quite hyperactive for the initial
week or two. I am not finished reading it but what I have been reading.. I known as those who
had observed the futile frustration offered up by an array of physicians who treated with meds
that only added to the problems. Within the same fourteen days, she stop using her pacifier
during the night and began sleeping soundly. While I was skeptical about its likely positive
impact (b/c my dd didn't suffer from the frequent ear infections, bowel problems, or infections
that others appear to have healed by the dietary plan), the results were almost miraculous. She
was concentrated, on job (at least for that session for the very first time) and cooperated
through the entire hour long session. No, her autism wasn't cured yet, but the speech
improvements, the longer interest spans, her improved sociable interest, shrunken pot belly, and
improved physical coordination over simply 3 months, offers prompted me to explore
biomedical remedies.My criticisms of the publication though is that I think it was incredibly
overwhelming and frightening for somebody who was about the fence like me about embarking
on the large burden of transforming their kitchen and cooking. Great Resource Book!when
embarking three months ago about our gluten-free, casein-free diet for our 3 12 months old
daughter, identified as having autism. It offers specific examples and very clear sample menus .
I'd highly recommend the The Kid-Friendly ADHD & Purchase copies for those you love. it really is
much more available and even-handed. I can't recommend this book more than enough! If
you're not used to the GFCF diet plan or thinking about starting, understand this book! I've
been doing the GFCF diet for my child for a couple of months now and decided to get this
book to help myself and my children users understand the reasoning behind the diet; the
importance of doing it correctly by reading the label's elements and understanding what you
are reading, staying away from cross contamination, etc. I learned therefore much from this
publication. It offered me the data of not simply how to to the diet, but why I am carrying out
the diet which is really important. I was extremely overwhelmed when I 1st started my boy on the
dietary plan. I thought he would starve and drop foods as he currently got such a limiting diet
plan in the first place. Barrie addresses most of these problems with understanding and
compassion.The Kid-Friendly ADHD & After years of doctors, tests, exams and methods without
results, I read this book and it was a genuine aha moment.thanks to a year's well worth of ABA
therapy). I've other Autism and Diet plan books - which is the one which is pet eared and used
the most. Five Stars fast shipping and arrived as expected, thanks! The publication is ideal for
parents with encounter with the GFCF diet plan, too. I examine it myself as well therefore i could
better understand my grandson. Four Stars Good information Great Book for GFCF Beginners!
This is a wonderful book in case you are starting the diet and do not know where to begin.
That is my family - we've struggled for a long time with my son's autism and ADHD and lastly
committed to the dietary plan. I purchased this publication and never looked back again.
Barrie has shown many great resources and helps "non-cooks" like me navigate this new world..
Well worth the time and $$$. Barrie - please keep this book updated with frequent editions!
Love it Great book Excellent Resource This book is a great resource. It explains the basics of
the GFCF diet in addition to listing links on where to find more information and products. This



might be a great gift for someone just starting out with the GFCF diet and for explaining the
dietary plan in understandable conditions to family members who've queries about the hows
and why's of GFCF. It's a must read for anybody considering or carrying out the diet. I wish I
had this book when we first changed our diet! Barrie does an amazing work of explaining a
occasionally complicated subject in understandable terminology. (For instance, she walks the
reader through the basics of label reading which for many people can be mind-boggling in
the beginning).In the event that you found this review helpful, please let me know. She was
nearly extremist about her positions--suggesting that you buy entirely distinct utensils and
appliances.! This book was super easy to read and understand. I love that it is to the point. My
child provides autism and I found this book very useful with such things as diet, tips about
traveling, ingredients plus much more. I have many web pages dogearred and refer back to it
often. It lets you know where to buy the stuff (titles of markets and shops) and tells you which
places that offer GFCF menues.!! Done well Barrie. Super helpful Bought this for my girl when her
child was diagnosed with autism. With every web page I examine, I felt increasingly more
confident with the dietary plan. Highly recommend it for anyone coping with an autistic child.
Buy copies for those you love. I did Changed my entire life! websites, company's mobile phone
#'s. I actually jumped off the chair, as I was reading, and threw up my hands. She informed her
first joke.. The right course. Autism Cookbook; I did so. I am not really finished reading it but
what I've .. This book charted a fresh course. After that, it evened out and instantly, she's
having conversations (although she was always verbal, it was extremely scripted and was
mainly manding, that was a vast improvement over the tiny vocabulary she acquired when
diagnosed--> It really is interested. Five Stars Very informative Five Stars Great Info Non
American readers This review is for international readers (non American). The reserve is an
excellent preperation for a parents who want to start a GFCF diet because of their kids. It
gives much insight whether you are simply getting started or been on your journey for awhile. I
would normally knock only 1 star off because of this, but because I discover so much value in
the diet and its miraculous prospect of ASD children, I am further disappointed that the book
helps it be seem that the just people who pursue the dietary plan are crackpots. However, that
could be a problem for a few international visitors as the reserve is very "American". I've
examine MANY books on autism which one definately is among my top picks! In addition, it
gives a two weeks sample of meals which is helpful if you think about your culture alternatives
like options for hotdog for supper, chicken nuggets for lunch time or waffles for breakfast and
options for the merchandise (juices, cake mixes etc) that are unavailable in your nation. the
book does make an effort to accommodate international readers but that's mostly by giving
websites.she really did her analysis for this book!
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